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This year's FIFA 20 introduced another innovative tech feature: We saw the introduction of "goalkeeper animations," which are now a big part of the experience. Also this
year, we introduced the "Roof Micro Surface" detail system, which will provide players with a much more detailed representation of the pitch. The implementation of

HyperMotion and Roof Micro Surface detail graphics technology is a first in FIFA franchise history. “As we head into FIFA 22 with a renewed focus on bringing the power of
the pitch to life, we wanted to add an element that would allow us to capture the data from real-life players," said Sami Sidoti, Creative Director, Electronic Arts. "Building

off the innovations we have introduced in FIFA 20, we wanted to extend the on-pitch experience beyond the pitch surface itself to include player-based data. "As we work to
capture and depict the energy of a football match through our player-based data, we are also able to implement those movements into FIFA gameplay.” The data collected

from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA gameplay. "In FIFA, you never really see where a player has completed an
interception," Sidoti added. "With the introduction of player-based data, the way we capture on-pitch movement will be more real-life. The player's role in the final decision-

making of the match and impact on goalscorers will be more realistic.” The next phase of this real-world data collection begins in May, during the FIFA Interactive World
Cup qualifiers, which will see 22 players at the finals in London, England. The players involved in the opening stages will include: England Harry Kane Alex Scott N’golo

Kante Jasper Cillessen Jamie Vardy Michael Keane Jordan Pickford Marcus Rashford Billy Sharp Troy Deeney Liam Ridgewell Marc Albrighton Alan Hutton Emile Heskey Andy
Carroll Andrew Johnson Robert Snodgrass Christian Eriksen Thierry Henry Gabriel Batistuta Lionel Messi Julien Ngakwepo Marcos Rojo Harry Mitchell Eder B

Fifa 22 Features Key:

POWER UP YOUR CAREER – Enjoy deeper gameplay features and an enhanced Player Career mode, with numerous ways to progress through the game and earn new skills, contracts, and rewards, this season.
GAME CHOICES – Lead your club to glory, use your imagination to customize stadiums and kits, unlock all-new player celebrations and kits, and much more.
EVERYTHING PLAYS LIKE FUT 18
USE ALL THE AMAZING GRAPHICS – From real-time player and crowd animations, lighting effects, and stunning visuals in all stadiums, packs, players, and kits, the entire game looks extremely realistic.
CROSS-PLATFORM PLAY – Take the game everywhere with multi-platform play, and play with or against friends anytime, on Xbox One, PS4, or PC.
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FIFA (Federation International Football Association) is the long-standing leading video game series of the official football video game franchise from EA Sports. FIFA has
launched around the world and has an active and loyal fan base. Available Now on Nintendo Switch Modern football is far more advanced and tactical than before. The new
generation of FIFA players demand the same revolutionary gameplay that only FIFA can provide, and now is your chance to experience it. FIFA has always been about skill –

and now it’s even more skill-focused thanks to all-new gameplay innovation. Whether you’re a veteran FIFA player or an early adopter, you’ll all have the chance to
discover the biggest improvements in EA SPORTS FIFA 20. Everything from ball physics to team chemistry to individual player feel has been thoroughly tuned to deliver the

most realistic gameplay of any FIFA title before it. These fundamental game changes result in new ways to master the game and ensure you’re always playing with the
most talented squad on the pitch. The Link Between Skill and the Real Ball Just as you can take football to the next level with spectacular skill shots and trickery, FIFA can
now do the same with the ball. EA SPORTS FIFA 20 features an all-new physics engine which allows the ball to behave as it does in real-life. You can move the ball in any
direction, shoot it like a goal, as well as spin, slide and throw it with accurate, convincing physics. FIFA’s new ball physics also improve the tactics, pace and shape of the
ball, giving it even more variety in every shot. Starting With All the New and Improved Avatars From Pro to Legend, every avatar in FIFA will have new movements and
animations. Teams also have more animations when new players come on to the pitch. Modern football is about individuality; from the outfits and accessories to the

character traits and special skills that players have. FIFA reflects that. Each player will be a unique, realistic character in your FIFA Ultimate Team and for the first time, be
able to unlock new outfits and characters when spending FIFA Points on the day you load your game. And the new persona and haircut systems let you modify your
footballing avatar’s appearance, making it look like you want it to. You can even alter the hair of any player in a game using a new ‘Hair Swap’ feature. Control the
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Take your Ultimate Team collection to new heights by challenging players from around the world and unlocking rewards by climbing the leagues and winning competitions.
Play any way you want, whether you’re competing on the pitch or against the clock in the Skill Games. FIFA Ultimate Team features new ways to play and an enhanced
battle mode to put your skills to the test. Multiplayer – Experience an all-new Story Mode for online multiplayer. Featuring two new game modes, “The Journey” and
“Harmonized Chaos,” FIFA 22 comes with a robust Multiplayer mode to give you more ways to play in the game’s new online world. LIFESTYLE – Stand out from the crowd
Upgrade your kits with a variety of colorways and authentic accessories. Play club classica with a variety of club-inspired items, and customize your player appearance by
adding your own style to your Player Career mode or celebrating a special occasion in the “Create a Player” mode. The FIFA 22 game gives you the opportunity to be the
best, with the customization options of a full fledge sport, including Online Head-To-Head, Online Seasons and the largest array of non-transferable Pro Points in the history
of FIFA. What reviewers say Play.com’s Review: “FIFA 22 is an all-encompassing game that offers more than just a soccer sim.” Top Play’s Review: “If you ever wanted the
console version of FIFA to be a great game, this is the one to buy.” Edge: “Like the other games in the series, FIFA 22 is a beautifully polished joy, often taking a step away
from the normal FIFA gameplay in order to explore new ways of interacting with the game world.” Express’s Review: “FIFA’s best-in-class presentation and play balance
make this game a worthy opponent for the real professionals.” Appsbloom’s Review: “FIFA 22 is an absolute must buy for any soccer fan.” Magazine reviews IGN’s Review:
“I’m thoroughly enjoying how the controls have changed in FIFA 22, because I never really found many of the previous games’ control methods ideal. They could be more
precise in certain situations, while the new weights and forces allow for more player customisation.”
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What's new in Fifa 22:

Features
NEW GAMEPLAY HYPERMOBILITY TECHNOLOGY
NEW GAMEPLAY—MLS EFFECTS
NEW GAMEPLAY—-TRANSFER EFFECTS
NEW IN-GAME OPTION -Referee
SPECIAL “GLASS BOTTOM” VIEW MODEL
FLOOR PLANTS NEW FORTHCOMING SPANISH CONTEST, TURKISH CONTEST, ITALIAN CONTEST, U.S. HOCKEY CONTEST AND RUSSIA CONTEST
INDIVIDUAL HIGHLIGHTS
REAL WORLD FOOTBALLERS – NEW FACES
Player Breaks
FIFA WORLD CUP (Discounted on current FIFA World Cup Final Matches)
PLAYER TRANSFERS
STRAIGHT REDEMPTION FEES
SCHOOL CLUBS – 11-16
GAMES RANKED CANADA LEAGUE
MANAGER SIM
MANAGER SIM – ROUND OF 16
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
BOARD GAME FEATURES
MASTER CHALLENGE – SPECIAL QUESTS
GOAL PENALTY – PLAY CALLS ON RETURNING FOOTBALLS
REAL WORLD FOOTBALLER – DYNAMIC PRE-GAME MATCH 3-CARD COSTUMES
LISTS OF PLAYERS – REVEAL SELECTORS/PROSPECTUS
TRANSFER OFFER – NEW OFFER FOR AUCTION - “EXTRAS”
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EA SPORTS FIFA™ is the world’s most popular sports video game franchise. For more than 22 years FIFA has given fans unprecedented opportunities to experience the thrill
of sports at the highest level, right down to the smallest details. What is FIFA Live™? EA SPORTS FIFA Live is the official videogame simulation of the FIFA World CupTM. It
brings the euphoria of the World Cup to your home. Players can join millions of others across the world, and take full advantage of the highly immersive environment to
make an impact on the matches. What is Mobile? We make football more accessible than ever before with a brand new, deep online experience that brings the core FIFA
gameplay to your mobile device. What is FIFA Ultimate Team? Building and managing the ultimate team of real football stars is a game in itself, making this the perfect
venue for couch football and social interaction. What is FIFA Street™ Live? EA SPORTS FIFA Street Live features authentic football moves and tackles plus authentic passing
and shooting accuracy, all captured in 360°. So you get the full on street football experience no matter how you play. It’s street football made easy. What is the FIFA World
Player Showcase? Set to play at the FIFA World Cup™ in Brazil, the Showcase is the ultimate FIFA World Cup - gaming experience. Use the new 1 VS. 1 mode to see which
FIFA World Cup™ stars will go the furthest. What is FIFA Ultimate Edition? The long-awaited sequel to the original FIFA Ultimate Edition will bring back the authentic
competition from the early 90s – including the 1994 World Cup™ – to life on Wii and 360. What is my players level, rating or career? Your Player Level is based on a
multitude of factors, including your experience in FIFA games, training, trophies earned and your match statistics. If you are not scoring at a consistent rate, your Player
Level could be decreasing. Players who reach a high level have an edge over others in squad selection and your Manager has the ability to bring on more experienced
players to boost your squad. Your Player Level is based on a multitude of factors, including your experience in FIFA games, training, trophies earned and your match
statistics. If you are not scoring at a consistent rate, your Player Level could be decreasing. Players who reach a high level have an
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System Requirements:

4GB RAM recommended Intel i5-2500K or AMD equivalent NVIDIA GTX560Ti/AMD equivalent, 2GB VRAM recommended 8GB free HD space Note: The game requires a VR-
ready PC and an Xbox One. For more info on the PS4, Xbox One and PC versions of the game, please visit the official website. A new exhibit based on the film follows the
fate of the legendary Q-bomb inside of Vault 81, but has an entirely new set of objectives. With even
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